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“ Grocers and consumer 
goods companies are in 
the exact right place at 
the right time. I can’t think 
of any point in modern 
business history where 
the market has changed so 
fundamentally, quickly and 
disproportionately.”

– Scott Rankin, Principal, 
National Advisory Industry 
Leader, Consumer and Retail,  
KPMG US
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Executive summary:  
A higher class of problem

“ We’ve seen food 
manufacturers bringing 
their product innovation 
pipelines forward, 
to rapid-test with a 
new consumer base. 
They see this period 
as a window of R&D 
opportunity.”

– Jamil Satchu,  
Advisory Principal  
Strategy, KPMG US

During the last three quarters of 2020, COVID-19 has upended life across the 
US. Its ripple effects on Retail businesses have varied enormously. For the 
Grocery sector1, abruptly changed work, school and social habits have produced 
big shifts in consumer behavior around food shopping and eating, seemingly 
overnight. As a result, Grocery revenues have surged, as consumers make 
their homes the center of all activity, and retool ideas about household meal 
planning, shopping and off preparation.

Now businesses in the sector face ‘a higher class of problem’ – capitalizing 
on new consumer behaviors, and building capabilities that will help them 
consolidate gains. Smart c-suites know there is a finite amount of time in which 
to act before consumer tastes change again, when at a still-unknown future 
point, social conditions inevitably return to something that more resembles 
pre-COVID-19 baselines. They’re watching the marketplace for meaningful 
signals, particularly data-based insight about the underlying drivers of channel 
preferences and brand loyalty.

We’re watching, too. To deepen our own understanding, KPMG went directly to 
consumers themselves, and surveyed approximately 1,000 of them across the 
US at the end of October.2 We conducted our field research – and published this 
report – to address questions that include:

 — Indication of ‘stickiness’ in the sharp growth in share of meals prepared and 
eaten at home, and corollary decreases in “food away from home” eating.

 — Patterns in brand loyalty and experimentation, as consumers get 
reacquainted with iconic brands and grocery sector businesses bring new 
offerings to market.

 — Any evidence of ‘COVID-19 fatigue’ in grocery buying and eating behavior,  
as COVID-19 restrictions enter their eighth month, and consumer appetites 
for menu experimentation slow.

 — Shifts in channel preference, as personal safety and redefined notions of 
“consumer experience” reshape buying through online, in-store or hybrid 
channels.

 — The continued resilience of holiday social traditions in the face of lockdowns, 
as demonstrated in stated menu and travel planning for the Winter holidays.

1For the purpose of this report, KPMG defines the Grocery sector as comprised of all 
businesses that manufacture, distribute and sell food or beverage products.

2 KPMG COVID-19 Consumer Pulse/Grocery Report, November 2020. (Survey fielded Oct. 
29-Nov 3, 2020. Detailed results available at https://advisory.kpmg.us/content/dam/advisory/en/
pdfs/2020/consumer-pulse-grocery-eating-habits-deck.pdf
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“ We may be seeing 
signs of COVID-19 
fatigue in consumers, 
with an imminent 
second-wave of 
lockdowns. They’re not 
trying new things the 
way they were in April.”

– Julia Wilson,  
Advisory Managing 
Director Strategy,  
KPMG US

The next two pages of this report call out selected high-level findings from 
our survey. The biggest general takeaway may be an indication that some 
replacement of old food shopping and eating behaviors by new habits may be 
permanent. This confirms results we found across all Retail sectors last month 
and published in our KPMG COVID-19 Consumer Pulse/Holiday Report.3 

Despite a recent spate of hopeful news about prospects for an effective 
vaccine, consumers are aware of a grim drumbeat of increasing COVID-19 
caseloads and hospitalizations. As winter approaches, they are mentally 
preparing for the second wave of mandated lockdowns and social restrictions. 
For Grocery-sector businesses, their collective outlook is a mixed blessing: 
In a New Reality in which work-at-home/school-at-home households prioritize 
essential retail purchasing, food will remain the most essential spend of all – for 
a time.

But the clock is ticking. Grocery leaders we speak with are well aware that luck 
is not a strategy. So, our closing section outlines KPMG recommendations for 
action in the next six months. We invite specific inquiries to discuss how they 
and other approaches can help your business.

Julia Wilson 
Advisory Managing 
Director, Strategy 
E: juliawilson@kpmg.com

Jamil Satchu 
Advisory Principal, 
Strategy 
E: jsatchu@kpmg.com

Scott Rankin 
National Advisory 
Industry Leader 
Consumer & Retail 
E: scottrankin@kpmg.com

3  KPMG COVID-19 Consumer Pulse/Holiday Report, October 2020. (Detailed results available at 
https://advisory.kpmg.us/content/dam/advisory/en/pdfs/2020/consumer-pulse-grocery-eating-
habits-deck.pdf
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Employment location plays a bigger role than 
employment status

As expected, US consumers are eating at home more, 
regardless of meal. Between 71 and 77 percent of our 
respondents reported cooking or preparing meals at home; 
seven to eight percent report eating out, while 16 to 21 
percent said food “to go” or “delivery.”4 Differences show 
up when respondents are sorted by employment location: 
Those who work at home are less likely to prepare meals at 
home (63 percent); and more likely to dine out (10 percent), 
pick up to go (13 percent) and order in for delivery.5 Across 
all meals, however, ordering meals for delivery at home or 
pick-up-to-go food has declined during COVID-19.6    

Consumers say they plan to keep cooking at home

While social memes and shared anecdotes might suggest 
a pent-up demand to get out of the house as soon as 
public health conditions permit, our survey data tells a 
different story. Asked whether they planned to prepare 
meals at home less, the same or more once COVID-19 
abates, a surprising number – 20 percent – said “more”  
or “a lot more.” Sixty-seven percent said the “same.”7 

Household menu rotations have shifted  
during COVID-19 

Work-at-home/school-at-home is driving some shifts in 
household menu rotation. Routines rule: Forty percent of 
our survey respondents said they use five meal plans or 
less, though 37 percent also say they have increased the 
number of menus.8 Generational differences and income 
are the biggest drivers of menu variety: Gen Z and higher 
annual income household are the two groups most inclined 
to change their number of meal plans.9 

Meal-kit use substantial, and here to stay

A quarter of our respondents said they use meal-kit 
services; of these, 17 percent are new to meal kits, and 
more than two-thirds (67 percent) increased their usage 
during COVID-19. Perhaps more significant, a third (33 
percent) of current meal-kit users plan to increase their use 
after COVID-19 is under control; an additional 39 percent 
plan to keep use at the same level.10 

Preparing and eating meals: new habits, here to stay...

Mixed messages, on meal quality

Meals at home habits are sticking... 

Consumer plan to keep cooking at home even after 
COVID-19 abates.

Meals kits become habit 

Consumers who currently use meal kits anticipate 
continued or increased use after COVID-19.

During COVID-19

Expected Change Post COVID-19

Post COVID-19

Survey participants asked, 
“Please indicate whether you 
expect do the following activities 
more, the same amount or less 
than you did prior to COVID-19.”

Survey participants asked, “Compared to pre-COVID-19, 
please indicate whether you expect to use meal kits less, the 
same amount or more after COVID-19 is under control?”

Survey participants asked, 
“Please indicate whether you 
expect do the following activities 
more, the same amount or less 
once COVID-19 is under control.”

25%

8%

39%

11%

17%

More

A lot More

Same

A lot Less

Less

4KPMG COVID-19 Consumer Pulse/Grocery Report, November 2020. 
p.4 (All additional references in this report from this source.)
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Growth in online Grocery spend is leveling off…

The shift from in-store to online purchasing of food and 
beverages has been substantial, but may be slowing in 
momentum and resetting at a new equilibrium. Thirty-one 
percent of our respondents reported increasing their online 
grocery spend from pre-COVID-19 levels, while 55 percent 
reported it remains the same. Looking to the post-COVID 
future, 19 percent report they plan to further increase their 
online spend; 66 percent say they expect it to remain the 
same.11 

Online ordering/at store pickup or delivery  
becomes routine 

In Grocery, as elsewhere in Retail, hybrid online ordering/at-
store pickup or delivery models have become established 
consumer practice, driven by personal safety concerns. 
Asked how they receive their grocery items, 33 percent 
said “delivery;” 28 percent each said either “in-store 
pickup” or “curbside pickup.”12 

Fewer US consumers plan to travel for  
Winter holidays…

Through all of our Consumer Pulse surveys, we’ve looked 
closely at how our respondents attempt to maintain 
holiday traditions in the face of COVID-19 adjustments 
in their lives. The answers are a mixture of adaption and 
longstanding household practice. This year, substantially 
fewer respondents plan to travel for Winter holidays: 24 
percent, versus 37 percent prior to COVID-19.13 

But they do plan on home-cooked holiday meals. 

Those who said they plan to celebrate their Winter 
holidays at home increased to 73 percent, from 64 percent 
before COVID-19.14 For more than three-quarters of our 
respondents (78 percent), gatherings for the holiday meal 
itself will mostly be small – ten people or less.15 And 82 
percent of those who plan to celebrate at home also plan 
to prepare their holiday meal entirely at home, evidence of 
enduring custom.16

Channel preferences: New habits, new perceptions

Winter holiday plans: tradition meets COVID-19

Safety concerns reshape delivery 

The use of hybrid grocery shopping models that 
combine online-ordering with curbside/at-store pickup 
or delivery continues.

Winter holiday tradition meets COVID reality 

While consumers are curtailing Winter holiday 
travel plans, household tradition still rules the 
holiday meal itself 

Online order receive option

Meal preparation

11. p17
12 p17
13. p21

14 p22
15 p22
16. p22

Respondents answered, “You mentioned that the Winter holidays 
will be celebrated at home. How will the meal be prepared?

Customers who indicated they order their items online were 
asked, “How do you receive your grocery items?”

82%

19%Other

Meal will be 
entirely 

prepared at 
home

11%

33%

28%

28%

Delivery

Others

In-store pickup

Curbside pickup
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Staying there: How Grocery 
businesses can prepare for  
post-surge conditions 
Employment location plays a bigger role than  
employment status

As good as sales have been for most Grocery businesses during 
2020, they won’t last forever. The smartest companies are 
already in action, retooling their operational models to capture 
and lock in new consumers and revenue streams. They’re 
setting long term strategy that serves broad goals of business 
adaptability, under any number of economic scenarios. For 
companies that want to join those leaders, here are specific 
KPMG recommendations that can serve as the launch point for 
further, company-specific discussion:

 — Keep a strategic focus on digital transformation: 
Grocery customers expect seamless, end-to-end shopping 
experiences, through the channel of their choice. Essential 
digital infrastructure includes order fulfillment, pickup at 
store, curbside or home delivery capabilities, consumer 
support, product returns, and data security. Deeper business 
model transformation should address operational dimensions 
such as financial controls, supply chain and tax implications.

 — Foster data-driven product innovation: Consumer 
purchase data and behavioral analysis – shared between 
retail grocers and their food and beverage suppliers – can 
power accelerated new-product testing and launches, help 
rationalize SKU portfolios, and focus brand extensions on 
products likeliest to have staying power when COVID-19 
abates.

 — Right-size promotional efforts: Many grocers have become 
less promotional during this period because of strong 
demand. When COVID-19 abates and business conditions 
change, grocers should think carefully before going back to 
standard promotion habits to drive sales, which could lower 
margins. Understanding the efficiency of promotions and 
where to spend will be key to successful emergence after 
COVID-19.

 — Continuously review operational costs: Grocery sector 
businesses need to maintain their flexibility in the face of 
both economic uncertainty and shifting consumer tastes. 
They need to identify ways to conserve operational capital, 
by extracting every dollar of excess cost possible, and paying 
close attention to labor costs, cash flow and short-term 
revenue outlooks. On an ongoing basis, they need to put 
contingency plans in place to scale quickly, and be ready 
to rapidly rehire, order fresh inventory, or expand hours if 
conditions suddenly improve. 

Additional KPMG Consumer & 
Retail research reports:

In our roles as both marketplace 
observer and catalyst, KPMG’s 
Consumer & Retail practice 
group publishes a regular stream 
of research and analysis. To read 
some of our previous reports, 
please visit us at: https://home.
kpmg/us/consumerandretail  
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Some or all of the services described herein may not be permissible 
for KPMG audit clients and their affiliates or related entities.

Contact us

Jamil Satchu 
Advisory Principal, Strategy 
E: jsatchu@kpmg.com

Julia Wilson 
Advisory Managing Director, 
Strategy 
E: juliawilson@kpmg.com

Scott Rankin 
National Advisory 
Industry Leader 
Consumer & Retail 
E: scottrankin@kpmg.com

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. 
Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is 
received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act upon such information without appropriate professional advice after a 
thorough examination of the particular situation.
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